
The artificial release of "cum".

From studying several vids showing his massive cumming, I am certain that 
those extremely extended expulsions are not produced by natural 
ejaculations. It was suggested that the TORRENT-GUY* rather is pissing the 
fluid, and here I tend to agree.

The performance of the single spurts are not fitting the regular ejaculatory 
pulsing-mode of the 0.8 sec interval. Each of the spurts lasts too long 
(although watching this is quite arousing!), a single muscle contraction can 
not provide the fountain-like expulsion(s) we are witnessing and neither can 
this be maintained for the number of spurts we see. Also the amount of fluid 
leaving his body with a single shot almost matches the volume-capacity of 
the seminal vesicles, a bladder though would manage this without a problem.

The consistency seems to be the same as cum. Well, we all know that it is 
common to fake seminal fluid in the porn business. It is rather simple to do 
so. I guess if you did mix egg-white with milk you would get something 
looking close to seminal fluid, yet I´m no expert in fake cum. ;-)

Remains the question of how to get this fluid into the bladder? Just the same 
way it leaves the body, thru the urethra! This is the most simple way to do. 
Now do not ask me how exactly to manage, but I have read about guys 
putting objects into their penises, hence urethras [being referred to as 
sounding], - even all the way up into their bladders. My conclusion is that the 
TORRENT-GUY is somebody knowing, using and probably liking such 
techniques, alas using a catheter. Hence what we see in these vids would be 
a show. He supposedly mixed a fluid, filled his bladder with it and was 
pissing the fluid out again while trying to mimic an pulsation interval close 
to the one automatically running with the ejaculation reflex. It even could be a 
blend of pissing and ejaculation, but I guess not...

So much for my thesis/explanation. I would be happy if the TORRENT-GUY 
was writing his comments here in this forum telling us all how he is able to 
do what he does. 

* I was naming him with this nick!


